MIT ACM/IEEE

Six Cents Program

TECSURF APPLICATION

[The Engineering in Course Six Undergraduate Research Fund]

Name: ___________________________ Date: ___________ Term: _____

Year: ________________ Course:______________ First Time Applicant? Y N

UROP Supervisor: ____________________________________________

TECSURF will either pay a one-time $375 stipend for Materials/equipment or
payment up to an equivalent of $10/hr for 10hrs/week up for students who are
not currently receiving pay NOR credit.

Check one of the following: _______ Stipend _________ Hourly Pay

Briefly describe your project.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

1. Please describe why you believe your project would benefit from this fund.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

2. If applicable, briefly describe the equipment/materials that will be purchased.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

3. Is this research project part of your supervisor's research program? Please
attach a note from your supervisor explaining this and any funding issues in
supporting your application.
4. Is there anything else MIT ACM/IEEE should consider before determining the approval of your funding?

5. What ACM/IEEE events have you attended in the past year? [Optional]

Please submit to Anne Hunter, Room 38-476. Thank You.